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PART 1. DESCRIPTION 
1.J GENERAL 

The Allis-Chalmers Ruptair movable portion consists 
of a magnetic circuit breaker for metal-clad switchgear 
application, w,ith auxiliary equipment suitably arranged 
for best function and easy inst�llation. As part of 
standard equipment, each order is f urnished with one 
mamtenance closing device for solenoid operated 
�w-a r a charging crank for stored energy operated 
unit': .. 

The Ruptair magnetic circuit breaker differs essen
tially from oil breakers and air-blast breakers in that 
it does not depend on any stored medium such as oil 
or compressed air for arc interruption. The component 
parts of the breaker are mounted in a structural steel 
frame. The operator, the opemting shaft, and connect
ing links are mounted on the lower section of the 
breaker frame and are well shielded. The horizontal 
terminal studs, which are insulated with flame retar
dant tubing, extend through the breaker bracket and 
support the other parts o£ the electrical circuit. Inter

ruption occurs within the arc chute assemblies which 
are mounted at the top, over the contact structures. 

1.2 METHOD OF ARC INTERRUPTION 

Interruption is a.ccomplished in air at atmospheric 
pressure, with the aid of a self-induced magnetic 
blowout field and air draft. At the time the trip coil 
is energized, current is being carried through the 
main contacts. As the movable contact assembly sep
arates from the stationacy contact assembly, the current 
transfers v ery quickly from the main contacts to the 
arcing rontacts, thus keeping the main contact erosion 
to a m inimum . (For breakers equipped with tertiary 
contacts, the current transfers from the mains, to the 
tertiary and then to the arcing contacts,) As the mov
able.f<wtact assembly continues its stroke, the arcing 
contacts part, drawing a power arc, which is trans
fe� fift.t to the stationary end arc runner tben to the 
moving end arc runner. The transfer of the arc to the 
arc runners establishes the full flow of current through 
the blowout coils, setting up the magnetic field which, 
in accompaniment with natural thermal effects of the 
heated arc, the configuration of the current carrying 
circuit, etc., tend to force the arc upward into the 
barrier stack. The cool surfaces of the barrier stack 
cool and deionize the arc, while the "Vee" slots in 
the stack reduce its cross section· and elongate it. 

The arc runners are made of wide, heavy material for 
maximum heat dissipation and to minimize metal vapor
izatlgn. To facilitate interruption of low currents, a 

puffer assembly provides a movement of air through 
the contact area to aid the magnetic fjeJd in moving 
the arc i�to the barrier stack. All of the above effects 
work together to increase the resistance of the arc 
and enable it to be exti nguished at an early current 
zero. 

l 

PART 2. ADJUSTMENTS 
2.1 GENERAL 

The breaker has been completely set up, adjusted and 
tested at the factory. 

Adjustments should not have to be made nor fastenings 
tightened when_ the b reaker is received. I[ there is 
visible d amage or breakage due 1to shipment, storage 
or installation, the adjustment1i should be checked 
and corrected, if necessary. before breaker is operated 
el ectrically. 

Manual operation (use maintenance closing device) of 
breaker should be used for preliminary operation to see . 

that all parts are free and work smoothly. The bushings 
and other insulating pa�s should be clean and dry. AU 
contact surfaces should be inspected to see that they 
are clean and smooth. (Do not dress silver surfaces.) 
Removal of all phase barriers and removal or raising· 
of arc chute assemblies gives access to b�eaker for 
checking adjustments. 

CAUTION: Before removing any part, make sure that 
the breaker and its operating mechanism is tliscon
necteJ from all electric power anc/ that this breaker is 
in the open position. 

PART 3. SOLENOID OPERATOR 

3.1 SOLENOID OPERATOR (Fig. 4) 

A solenoid operator is an integral part of this type of 
breaker unit. (For breakers equipped with the stored 
energy closer, see separate instmction book. ) It is 
mounted in the lower sectiori ·Of breaker·and is con
tained within the breaker frame. The oper�tor is fur:
nished with a mechanically trip-free mecha�ism con
sisting of a 4-bar toggle linkage so designed as to 
provide quick and positive tri�ing at any position of 
the closing stroke. The operator "'!nechanism is of low 
inertia. capable of quick aceeleration '. and it is 
equipped with a low· energy trip device and opening 
coil designed to provide high .�peed release of the 
trip mechanism upon energization of the trip coil. 

3.2 CLOSING (Fig. 4 and 13) 
Figure 13 shows the mechanism of the operator in the 
open position. Points " 8," "F," "G" and "H" are 
fixed centers about which crank arms (2) and (3), link 
(6), trip latch (9), and prop latch (10) rotate respec- · 

-tively.". Ce�ter "E ';···i� ·a tempo��ily- fixe�-;nter,-
being restrained by stop (11) and latch (9) as long as 
latch (9) is in position. 

. -
The .closing force is applied by armature (4-4, 13-12) 
to toggle roll (4-15, 13-D). The toggle roll moves 
toward the right forcing the toggle linkage (4-101, 
13-5) and �4-102, 13-4) to an on center or in line 
position, thus rotating crank arms (4-73, 13-2) and 
(4-74, 13-3) counterclockwise about pin (4-64, 13-8). www . 
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Movement of crank arm (4-73, 13-2) upward forces link 
(1-47, 13-1) to move upward thus rotating the dis
connect arm counterclockwise closing the ·breaker and 
charging the breaker opening springs .(1-31, 13-7) and 
the reset spring (4-91, 13-8). 

When toggle links (4-101; 13-5) and (4-102, 13-4) reach 
their final positions, prop latch (4-97, 13-10) drops 
behind toggle.,.oll-(4-15, 13-D) to lock the mechanism 
in the close�sition as shown in Figure 14. After 
closing the �.ararmature (4-4, 14-12) retums to its 
normal position. Manual closing is as described except 
that armature (4-4, 13-12) is activated manually through 
the man.ual closing device. 

3.3 OPENING (Fig. 4 and 15) 

Opening of the breaker is accomplished either manually 
or electrically. Manually the breaker is tripped by 
pushing on the trip button (1-43) · which rotates the 
trip latch (4-27, 15-9) in a clockwise direction. Latch 
roll (4-15A, 15-E) is released e nabling link (4-70, 
15-6} to rotate clockwise about pin (4-69, 15-F). Since 
the restraining force on opening s pring (1-31, 15-7) is 
now released they act to rapidly open the breaker 
contacts. Reset spring (4-91, 15-8) then acts t? return 
the mechanism to the normal open position shown in 
Figures 4 and 13. 
Electrical tripping is as previously described except 
tha� trip latch (4-27, 1 5-9) is rotated by the trip pin 
(4-17A, 15-13) which is actuated by the shun t trip 
coil (4-17, 15-14), 

The tripping action previously described can take 
_place at any tim e during a c losing operation, either 

manual or electrical , &J;ld regatdless ·of whether or not 
the armature is e nergized . Thus, the mec hanism is 
electrically. and mechanically trip-free in any position. 

. .. 
3.4 AUXILIA8Y .. EQUIPMENT 
The auxili;� equipment consists of a secondary 
transfer device, control relay, auxiliar y switc.h and 
closing rectifier as required. These are mounted on 

the lower pol1ion of the breaker. The secondary finger 
contacts ate' wired such that when !!lOvable portion is 
moved into test or operating position in the cubicle, 
the finger contacts engage the stat ionary contacts to 
conq:·l�te the control circuit for operation of the breaker. 

3.5 AUXILIARY SWITO' (Fig. 11) 
The auxiliary switch (1-15) has been adjusted at the 
factory and sMuld norma lly not require further adjust
ment. Each rotor (11-3) can be adjusted individually 
in -steps of 15 degrees merely by pressing the contact 
to one si de against the spring and rotating ·it within 
its insulated rotor hou sin g until it snaps into the 
desired position. 

2 

3.6 LIMIT SWITI.H '{Fig. 4) 

The limi t switch (4-18) is located ·Ofl the. front of the 
op erator frame and contains both the "a-a" and ,;b-b" 
stages of limit switch contacts. The- switch has been 
adjusted before leaving the factory and should require: 
no fu rther adjustmen t. 

If adjustment is required, the adjusting screw (4�103) 
shoul d be adjusted so ttiat with the breaker1 open and 
the arm (4-77) against the stop pin, the "h-!>" contac.t 
is closed with 1/ 32 to 1/64 overtravel left in the 
limit switch. 

3.7 LATCH CHECK SWITCH (Fig. 4) 
The latch check switch (4-1) is mounted on the bottom 
of the operator frame. The switch makes contact near 
the end of the reset travel of the lower link (4-70). 
Adjustment is made by moving switch bracket (4-66). 
NOTE: The latch check switch may be jump ed out or 
omitted except when th� unit is used with a recloser 
relay . 

3.8 INTERLOCK PLUNGER (Fig. 1) 

The foot lever (1-20) operates the interlock · plu ng er 
(1-18) as well as the trip latc h. Depressing the lever. 
trips the breaker and raises plunger (1-18) sufficiently 
to r elease the breaker allowing it to be moved in the 
cubicle. The interlock is in pro per adjustment wbe� 
the plunger (1-18) is positioned to 1-11/16 to i-13/16 
above the floor line, and causes tripping of b reaker 
contacts when it is raised to a level not more than 
2-1/16 above the floor line. The latch tripping rod 
associated with the foot lever should be clear of the 
trip latch (4-27) by 1/32 to 1/16. 

3.9 TRIP LATCH (Fig. 4) 

The trip latch (4-27) is in prope r adjustment when the 
latch roll (4-15-A) enga ges it at a po int 1/8 to 3/16 

. 

�rom the bottom edge of the latch face (4-� Changes 
in adjustment are made by positioning stop �crew (4-65). 
Note thatthis adjustment a ffects the clearance.between 

· the trip pin (4-17 A) and the trip latch (4-27) (see 
Section 3.10). The latch roll stop screw (4�75) should· 
be positioned such that the latch roll will· have a 
clearance of 1/64 to 3/64 between the latch roll and 
the latch face with breaker in open position. 

3.10 TRIPPING SOLENOID 

The tripping solenoid·(4-17) has been adjusted in tke 
factory and should require no further adjustment. If 
readjustment is required, it sh ou ld be made only when 
the trip latch bite is in correct adjustment �e Section 
3.9). 

The travel of the trip armature should be such that 
slow manual actuation will trip the breaker and ha ve 
1/16 to 3/32 after travel. Adj u stment is made by shim-
ming the trip solenoid with spacers, item 16. · www . 
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···-·· 

With the coil deenergized there should be 3/32 to 5/32 
clearance between the trip' pin (4-17A) and the trip 
latch (4-27). Adjustment is made by raising or lowering 

the hex nut (4-76). 

3.11 PROP LATCH (Fig. 4) 
The prop latch (4-97) is normally adjusted such that it 
engages the toggle roll (4-15) at a point 1/8 to 3/16 
from4heobottom edge of the latch. Adjustment is made 

by yJ:; spacers (4-99). 
�ir . 

With the breaker closed and armature (4-4) held with 
maintenance closing device against pole head (4-72), 
the armature must push the toggle roll (4-15) to a 
point which will provide a clearance of 1/64 to 3/64 
with the prop latch (4�97), and 1/32 to 3/32 clefirance 
to stop (4-59). These settings have been made at the 
factory and should not require readjustment. Ad)ustment 
is made by changing the effecti've plunger length with 
washers (small) '(4-11) between the plunger (4-6) and 

. the armature (4-4). . 

PART 4. DISCONNECT SECTION 

4.1 BREAKER MECHANISM 

The breaker mechanism consists essentially of mov

able contact arms and insulating links which connect 
the contact arms to the operator mechanism. 

4:2 CONTACTS {Fig. 3) 

The stationary contact structure of each phase is 
made up of two s ets of contacts; main current carrying, 
and arcing, which are mounted on the upper bushing 

stud. The movable contacts are attache<! to contact 
arms that pivot from the end of the lower bushing stud. 

T�nsfer areas of current carrying contacts are silver 
plated and contact surfaces are of silver-tungsten 

alloy . The main current carrying contacts are finger 
type and engage with a wiping action. The arcing 
conta,.rts• are butt type. All contacts are backe<l by 
steel. springs givi n g positive contact pressure when 
en�ed.� 

4.2A SERVICING CONTACTS 

The frequency of contact ins pection depen� on the 
severity of service to which the breaker is subjected. 

There are two areas which normally require service 
inspection : 

A. Stationary and moving main and arcing conta�ts. 
Badly pitted or burned contacts should be replaced. 

B. Hinge joints. -Rem-ove-the . disconnect arm� as a 
unit by removing screw (3-24), nut (3-14) and spring 
washers (3-23). Carefu lly inspect all contact s�r
faces. Si lver washers (3-25) and adjacent surfaces 
should be clean and free of roughness or galling. 
Lubricate washers (3-25) and mating surfaces by 
rubbing in microfine dry graphite, used sparingly. 

Remove excess graphite. Reassemble, adjusting 
hinge joint pressure as described in Section 4.5. 

3 

4.3 BREAKER TIMING 

Check the contact adjustment and breaker timing, also 
check adjustments vf auxiliary equipment and see that 
it functions properly. A comparison of breaker timing 
at any period of maintenance with that taken when 
the breaker was new will immediately indicate a con
dition of maladjustment or friction should the timing 
vary more than 1/2 cycle on opening or 2 cycles on 

closing with the same coils. A holF is provided in the 
movable contact arm for the ;:wrpose of attaching a 
speed analyzer connection. 

4.4 ARCING CONTACT HINGE JOINT (Fig. 3) 

The arcing contact hinge joint is in proper adjustment 
when each spring washer (3-15) is deflected �pproxi
mately 0.015 inches. 

This adjustment is obtained by tightening nut (3-4) 
until all parts just touch, then tighten the nut 3/4 to 
1 tum more . 

4.5 CONTACT PRESSURE OF HINGE JOINT (Fig. 3) 
The hinge joint contact pressure is in proper adjust: 

ment when a pull of 5 to 7 pounds is required to move 
the disconnect toward the open position. This measure
ment is obtained as follows : 

Remove pin (1-46) and detach link (1-47) from the dis
connect arms (3-18) and (3-19). Move the d isconnect to 
a position just short of "contact make." Attach a spring 
scale to the disconnect 10\/;inches above screw (3-24), 
and in a direct ion perpendicular to the longest edge of 
the disconnect arm. Measure the pull to move the dis
connect toward the open position . 
Adjustment is made by tightening (or loosening) nut 
(3-14). 

Before attaching link {1-47) to disconnect arms (3-18) 
and (3-19), check contact alignment (Section 4.6) and 
contact lead (Section 4. 7). 

4.6 CONTACT ALIGNMENT (Fig. 3) 
The contacts are an integral part of the bushing assem
blies and are carefully aligned ·with the upper and 
lower bushings before shipment and no further adjust
ment should normally be necessary. 

The horizontal pairs of main contact fingers in each 
phase should "make" with the moving contact simul

taneously. (Note: Contacts on different phases should 
not necessarily "make" simultaneously, they can vary 
as miich 'as"1/32-i'nChes.) 

. 

If not already detached, remove pin (1-46) and detach 

link (1-47) from disconnect arms (3-18) and (3-19). 
·-

Detach arcing contact (3-10) from yoke (3-2) by remov

ing pin (3-26). Move the disconnect toward the c losed 

position until it just touches a main contact finger 
(see Fig. 3, View A-A, main contacts engaging). www . 
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Dimension .£ should then be no greater than .020 inches, 
with one contact touching. 
Adjustment is made by loosening two nuts (3�22) and 
rotating the contact assembly. Ali gn ment (dimension 
£) should be checked after tightening nuts (3�22). 

Alignment is checked and adjusted on each phase 
separately. Be sure there are no binds between con� 

· tacts (3-11) �v@tin g proper wipi ng action wit h the 
disconnect arms. 

Attach arcin"iiJ�·�t (3-10) to y;ke (3 -2), if detached, 
but check contact lead (Section 4. 7), before attaching 
link (1-47) to disconnect arms (3-18) and (3-19). 

4.7 CONTACT LEAD (Fig. 3) 
Contact lead is adjusted on breakers in the factory 
and s hould normally not require further adjus tment. 
It should, however, be checked on each phase separ
ately and only with contact alignment on the phase 
in correct adjustment (see Section 4,6). 

The arcing contacts (3-9, 10, 27, 28) should "make" 
before the main contacts. Measure and adjust each 
phase separately as follows: 

It not already detached, remove pin (1-46) to detach 
link (1-47) from disconnect anns (3-18) and (3-19), Move 
the disconnect toward the dosed p osition until the 
arcing contacts just touch (see Fig. 3, View A-A, 
arcing contact engaging.). 
The shortest gap between the bottom contact fingers 
(3-11) and the contact on the disconnect arms (3-18) 
and (3-19) should be 7/32 to 1/4 inches. (Dimension 
E._ in View A-A of Fig. 3.) Adjustment is made by 
opening or closing the gap with nut (3�1). 

Reconnect linl (1-47) to disconnect anns (3·18) and 
(3-19) using pin (1-46). 

. ..  
.4.8 CONTACT- STROKE (Fig. 3) - . .. 
Contact strok�should be checked and adjusted only 
when the contacts are in proper alignment (see Section 
4.6). 

. 

In order to ensure proper wiping action. and contact 
pressure, the stroke of the disconnect must be main
tained in proper adjustment. Check and adjust as· 
follows; 

With the breaker latched, the spread of the contacts 
(2a in View A-A of Figyre 3), on t.he t op pair .of fingers 
-should be"'iis to 3/16inches. Adjustment is made with 
tlr brea ker in the open position by increasing or de
·creasing the �ffective length of link (1-47) by means 
.of nuts (1-10).' Each phase is adjusted ind ividually. 

Trip the breaker open and check to see t hat dimension 
c is 6 ± 1/8 inches on <!li three phases. (On breakers 
;.;ith more than four c ontac ts per phase, dimension � is 
still measured to the second from top contact.) 

Adjustment for dimension �is made by first removing 
pin (1-33) on each puffer. After loosening nut (1-42), 
increase (or decrease) effective length of rod end (lr40) 
by screwing (or unscrewing) it into piston stem (1-44). 

. Adjust rod ends (1-40) on both puffers the same an{ou nt. 
Tighten nuts (1-42), · replace ·pin (1-33), and check 
dimension d. 

PART 5. ARC CHUTE ASSEMBLY 
5.1 ARC CHUTE ASSEMBLY (Fig. 2 and i) 
Each arc chute consists of a flame retaroaiit envelope 
which provides phase isolation for interruption and 
venting of the by-product gases of in terruption. The 

· arc chute contains : 

a) The transfer stack consisting of refractory plates. 
It aids the transfer of the arc terminal from the 
stationary end arcing contact (3-9) to the stationary 
end runner (2-4). 

b) The stationary end arc runner (2-4) and moving end 
arc runner (2-3) to which the arc termina ls transfer 
from the arcing contacts. The arc runners form paths 
for the arc terminals to travel up the .arc chute. 

c) The stati onary en d blowout coil (2-15) and moving 
end blowout coil (2-13) which connect their respec
tive arc runners to the top and bottom bushings� 
The current in these coils creates the magnetic flux 
which passes through cores (2-18), pole pieces (2-22) 
and the space between the p ole pieces. The action 
of this flux on the arc forces the arc up the barrier 
stack. 

d) The barrier stack (2-23) consisting of a number of 
refractory plates with "Vee Shap ed" slots cemented 
together. The barrier stack cools, squeezes and 
stretches the arc to force a quick interruption. 

e) The barrier (2-1) containing coolers (2-28) through 
which the by-product gases of interruption pass. 
The barrier completes the cooling and dei onizing 
o£ the arc products. .-

Arc chutes are normally tilted (see Section 5.3) to 
expose contact area of the breaker and/or to replace 
parts such as barrier stacks (2-23). The _arc chut es 
may also be removed from breaker if necessary, to 
replace parts not exposed when tilted by removing 
fastenings per S�ction 5.3. 
5.2 PHASE BARRIERS (Fig, 1 )  

Full size barriers o f  high dielectric flame retardant 
material isolate each phase_. . 
To remove phase barriers, remove screws (1:13) and 

channels (1-9) on rear of breaker. Lower panel (1-32) 
and loosen three screws (1·23); remove three screws 

(1-24) and panel (1-22) on front of breaker. The phase 

barrier assemblies (1-5) can now be remov� from the 
front of t he breaker. 

Replace the above p arts in reverse order taking care 
that barriers are seated properly and that channels 
(1-9) are located inside of washers (1-8). 

.� 

. \ 
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f. 5.3 TIL TIHG ARC CHUTES 
Remove phase barriers (see Section 5.2). 
Remove screws (1-1 and 1-3_7) on each phase. Loosen 
screws (1-23) and remove screws (1-24) and (1-39) to 
remove panel (1-22). 

· 

With a rc chute support in pl ace, at the rear of the 
bre�r,J,i.lt back the arc chutes. 

Af��g arc chutes upright, and replacing barriers, 
be .e .. ll screws are tightened securely on all three 
phases. 

GI!OUHD 
GONTAG� 

APRIL 20, 1!167 

5 

5.4 BARRIER STACKS (Fig. 2) 
The barrier. stacks are fragile and should be handled 
carefully. The barri.!r stacks should be inspected for 
erosion of the plates in the areas of the slots. The 
stacks should be replaced when a milky glaze is ob
served on the full length of the edges of most of the 
slots. They should be likewise replaced if plates are 
broken or cracked. When cleaning the breaker and 
cubicle, inspect for pieces of barrier stack refractory 
material which would obvioualy- indicate breakage. 

To remove the barrier stacks tilt back the arc chutes 
(see Section 5.3). 
Remove four screws (1-26), two barriers (2- 1 ) and if 
applicable, two screws (2-6) and two tubes (2-6) from 
e ach arc chute. Slide barrier stack {2-23) through top 

of arc chute. 
. · 

When sliding a barrier stack into the arc chute, care 
should be taken to see that the end containing the 
Vee-shaped slots goes in firSt. 

72·4 20 ·056·401 

-
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POLE 
PIECE 

r---------------

[���1t��-�: ---�-���-�-���{{: 
ARC 

nUNNER 

, 
' 

FIG. 2 
TYPICAL ARC CHUTE 
JANUARY 16. 1962 

VIEW '"A-t>: (ARCING CONTACTS ENGAGING) 

VIEW 'A-A' (BREAKER LATCHED) 

71-401-442-401 

- --�"' 

FIG. 3 
VIEW 'A-A' (MAIN CONTACTS 
ENGAGNG) 

TYPICAL STUD. S SUPPORT 
JANUARY ��. I�G2 

6 

A�C 
RUNNER 

BREAKER OPEN 
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·.: RETAINING 
RING 

FIG. 4 
TYPICAL OPERATOR ASSEMBLY 
FEBUARY 16, 1967 72-320·041-401 

ROTOR ASSEMBLY 

FIG. II 
TYPICAL AUXILIARY SWITCH 

JULY 16,19�8 71·301·758 

... 

·CRANK 
ARM 
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OPEN 
FIG.I3 
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TO BIIEAKER 
2 

PROP 
LATCiiiO H 

LINKAGE RESET 
SPRING 

AANA'tURE 12 
TRIP COIL 14 . 

TRIP P!N 13 
!HRJP FREE L,t.TCH 

F 
CLOSED 

FIG. 

�--------�TO::I:RE:A:k:E:lR . 
2 f 

TRIP FREE 
. FIG. 15 

TRIP COIL 14 

TRIP PIN 13 
9TRIP FREE 

LATCH 

TYPICAL· OPERATOR LINKAGE DIAGRAM 
SEPTEMaER 9, 1953 71-400-Z46·"101 

14 

TO I!REAKER 

T!!IP COIL 1<4 

TRIP PIN 13 
9TR�figfE 
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205129 

205397 Manual Closing Device 

Removing Phase Barriers. 
Remove Channels (1), Panel (2), and slide 
Phase Barrier Assemblies (3} off front of 
breaker. 

; "'--(p''-. . ... ,#. ,., ... �}. 
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205130 Tilting Arc Chutes. 
Position ore chute support; unfasten 
blowout coil connections and lower 
end of ore chute; t'nt ore chutes bock 
on supports. 
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